What is NinerWiFi-Guest and can I connect to it?

Tell Me

1. NinerWiFi-Guest provides wireless access for guests of UNC Charlotte.
2. To connect to NinerWiFi-Guest, follow these steps:
   a. Select the NinerWiFi-Guest network to connect to.
   b. Open a browser and enter a URL; this should take you to the login page.
   c. Click on Guest.

UNCC Community
If you are a UNC Charlotte employee or student, use the eduroam network instead of the guest network which is the primary wireless network available for campus.

Related FAQs

- Why can’t I connect to eduroam?
- Why does my connection speed seem slow or unstable?
- How do I access the wireless network (WiFi) on campus?
- What should I do if my WiFi connection is slow?
- Why am I getting a connection error for eduroam wireless on my Windows 10 computer?